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Abstract: In the existing 'direct' white noise theory of nonlinear filtering, the state process is still modelled as a Markov process 
satisfying an It6 stochastic differential equation, while a 'finitely additive' white noise is used to model the observation noise. We remove 
this asymmetry b  modelling the state process as the solution of a (stochastic) differential equation with a 'finitely additive' white noise as 
the input. This enables us to introduce correlation between the state and observation noises, and to obtain robust nonlinear filtering 
equations in the correlated noise case. 
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1. Introduction 
Nonlinear filtering equations are usually derived using the theory of stochastic differential equations as 
developed by It6 [7]. These equations hold, as is common in probability theory, almost surely in the space of 
continuous functions. The difficulty in applying this theory in practice is that the set of all possible real data 
has measure zero! In technical terms, nonlinear filtering equations obtained irectly from It6's theory are not 
robust. There are essentially two approaches to circumvent this difficulty. In one approach, due originally to 
Clark [41 the It6 equation of nonlinear filtering is rewritten in an equivalent pathwise form which does not 
involve differential of the observation process that appears in It6's framework. This observation process is 
actually the integrated version of real data. The nonlinear filtering equation is then shown to be continuous 
(in some topology) with respect o the observation and, therefore, it can be extended by continuity to the 
actual sample paths [5]. In the other approach, due originally to Balakrishnan [2], one tries to model the 
observation process directly with a white noise error term. Although modelling white noise directly is 
intuitively appealing, it brings a host of mathematical complications. Kallianpur and Karandikar [9] 
developed the theory of nonlinear filtering in this framework. The advantage of this approach is that, once 
the mathematical difficulties are resolved, one always obtains results already in the robust form. 
One drawback of the existing 'direct' white noise theory is that the state process in this theory is still 
modelled as a Markov process atisfying an It6 stochastic differential equation. The state and observation 
noises are then jointly modelled in an appropriate product space which makes them necessarily uncorrelated. 
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One purpose of this paper is to remove this asymmetry in the theory by modelling the state process as the 
solution of a stochastic differential equation with a 'directly modelled' white noise as the input. We show that 
the solution of such a stochastic differential equation is, indeed, a Markov process. With this formulation, it is 
straightforward to introduce correlation between the state and observation noises. The other purpose of the 
paper is to obtain robust nonlinear filtering equations for stochastic dynamical systems with correlated state 
and observation oises. 
2. Mathematical preliminaries 
Let H be a real separable Hilbert space, with inner product denoted by ( "," ) and norm by 11 • ][. Let ~ be the 
set of all orthogonal projections on H with finite-dimensional r nge. We introduce a partial ordering on ~ by 
defining PI < t'2 if (Range P1 ) - (Range/'2), for P1, P2 e ~. 
For P ~ ~, let 
c~ v= { P -1B I B Borel in (RangeP)} 
and define 
U 
Sets in c~ are called cylinder sets in H. Each C~r, for fixed P • ~, is a a-algebra, but ~ is only an algebra. 
A cylinder probability n on H is a finitely additive probability measure on (H, if) such that, for all P • ~, the 
restriction e of n to fie is countably additive. The canonical Gauss measure m on (H, ff) is a cylinder 
probability on H such that, for all h • H, 
fn exp {i(h, hx )} dm(hl) = exp{ -½ [I h II 2 }. (1) 
The identity map I :(H, if, m)~ (H, qf) is called a Gaussian white noise on H. 
A function f :  H ~ R belongs to &a(H, ~, n) if f is B.orel-measurable and the net { fe I P • ~ } of functions 
defined by 
fp(h) =f (Ph)  (2) 
is Cauchy in probability. Elements of Ae(H, c~, n) are called n-accessible random variables. It is easy to extend 
the definition to the case when f :H  ~ R ~, or even when f :H  ~ S, where S is a complete separable metric 
space. We denote the corresponding classes of random variables by ~(H,C~,n;~ d) or ~(H,C~,n; S), 
respectively. For fe  .~(H, ~, n; S), it can be shown that the net of measures {n o fp- 1, p • ~} converges to 
a countably additive measure on S. The limit is called the measure induced by f under n, and is denoted by 
nof  -1. 
By the class Ae I(H, c~, n) of integrable accessible random variables we mean all elements fe  .~(H, c~, n) for 
which 
RIx l  d(n o f -1 ) (x )  < oo . 
For f~ A a 1 (H, q¢, n), we define 
f fdn~-fmxd(nof-~)(x ). (3) 
Another useful notion is the representation f a cylinder measure and the corresponding lifting into the 
representation space. In fact, this is how Gross [8] defined a weak distribution and showed that it is 
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equivalent to a cylinder measure. A representation (L, Ho) of the cylinder measure n is a mapping L from 
H into the class of all random variables on some countably additive probability space (f2o, a¢o,//o) such that 
L(O~lhx + ~tEh2) = alL(hi) + ~tEL(h2) a.s. (Ho) 
and 
n(hl(h, hl) <_ x) = Ho(L(hl) < x) 
for all x e N. A map f :  H -~ S is called a cylinder function if f may be expressed as 
f(h) = fo ( (h ,  e l )  . . . . .  (h, ek)) 
fore~ . . . . .  ek~H andfo: Rk ~ S. For any such cylinder function f, define 
R, ( f )  ~- fo(L(e~) . . . . .  L(ek)). 
Suppose now that fe  £~V(H, % n; S). Then the net R,(fp), fp a cylinder function defined by (2), can be shown to 
converge in probability. The limit is called the n-lifting of f and is denoted by R,(f).  One can prove that 
n o f -1  =/ /o  o [g , ( f ) ] -  x 
and as a consequence, for fe  .2 ° 1 (H, ~¢, n), 
fnfdn- faoR.(f)dno. (4) 
In the white noise theory, we need to introduce appropriately the notion of conditional expectation, as we 
cannot work anymore with countably additive probability measures and with a-algebras. Let n be a cylinder 
probability measure on (H,~) and let Ha be another eal separable Hilbert space. A mapping 4~:H --* Ha is 
called a cylindrical mapping if, for all ha el l1,  
( dp(. ),h,), e.~P(H, % n), 
where (' , ')~ is the inner product in H1. 
Now let (L,//o) be a representation f the cylinder measure n. Define L~ on Hx by 
Lx(hl) = R,((q~, hi)x). (5) 
Then for any cylinder set Ca e f f l  of the form 
C1 = {k leHx I((ka,h~)a . . . . .  (kx,ha))eB}, 
ha . . . . .  haeH1 and B a Borel set in R d, define 
n~(C~) = Ilo((Lx(h~) . . . . .  La (hd))eB); 
nx thus defined is a cylinder measure on (H~,Cgl) and is defined to be the measure induced by dp under n, 
denoted by n o ~b- 1. (L~, F/0) is a representation f n o q~- 1 and is called the representation induced by ~b. Let 
R,, be the corresponding lifting of nl and define 
q/(~b) - q/(H,% n; ~b) ~ {ae.~q~(Ha,~a,n~)[n.,(O) = R.(ao ~)}. (6) 
If g e q/(~b), then 
nl og -x = no(godp) -1. 
We would like to mention that q/(~b) has to be introduced simply because we are unable to prove that (6) 
holds for all g e £P (Ha, cg~, n1). Now we are in a position to define conditional expectation. Let ~ : H ~ H x be 
a cylindrical mapping. For f~ .~a(H, ~, n), if there exists g e ~'(~b) such that 
f flc,(c~)dn=fHg(~)lc,(4~)dn 
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for all C a e cgl, then 9 is defined to be the conditional expectation of f given ~b, denoted by E, I f  ] ~b]. Details 
may be found in [10]. 
From now on we shall only deal with the Hilbert space 
H = L2([-0 , T],  R d) 
and the canonical Gauss measure m on H. In our subsequent development we need the following result, 
which follows as a consequence of Theorem V.3.6. and the discussion in Section III. 4 of [10]. 
Theorem 1. Let B ~= Co([0, T],  R d) be the class of  continuous functions on [0, T]  with the value at t = 0 beino 
O, and let 7 : H --+ B be defined by 
7(r/)(t) = f n(s)ds, qen. (7) 
l f  f ~ is a real-valued continuous function on B (where B is equipped with the topolooy of uniform converoence), 
and f ~- f ~ o 7, then 
fe~' (H ,  rg, m). 
Furthermore, if { Wt, t > 0} is an Rd-valued standard Wiener process on some probability space (f2 o, ~¢o, Ho), 
then L defined by 
L(q) = f~ [q(s),dW~], 
the vector Wiener inteoral, is a representation of m and, if R,, is the correspondino m-liftin9, 
Rm(T)=T~(W.) .  
Moreover, if l~ is the Wiener measure on B, f ~ ~ 1 ( H, (£, m) iff f ~ ~ £# 1 ( B, ~ ( B ), #), ~ ( B) the Bor el a-aloebr a of 
B, and 
f fdm=fBf~d#. 
3. A version of  the Fubini theorem for the Gauss measure 
A major result in the theory of countably additive measures is the Fubini theorem. In this section we 
obtain a version of the Fubini theorem for (finitely additive) Gauss measure which will be needed later. The 
result of this section is, moreover, of independent interest. 
We begin with some notations. Let H, H1, H2 denote the Hilbert spaces 
H = L2([0, T], Ra), H 1 = L2([0 ,s], Ra), HE = L2([s, T], R a) 
and let B, B1, B2 denote the Banach spaces 
B = Co([0, T]; Rd), 
We define 7 : H --} B by 
7(~/)(t) = f~ q(~r)da 
and define 71 :H1 --} B1, 72 :H2--} B2 by 
71(r/l)(t) = ql(O')dG, 72(~2)(t) = 
B1 = Co([0, s]; Nd), 
r/2 (t~) do'. 
B~ = Co(Es, r] ,Rd).  
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Let us define QI :H-~ H1, Q2:H-* H2, Q~{ :B ~ Bi, Q'~ :B--~ B2 by 
Ql(tl)(t ) = t/(t), 0 _< t < s; Q2(q)(t) = t/(t), s < t < T, 
Q~" (()(t) = ((t), 0 _< t _< s; Q~" (()(t) = ((t) - ((s), s _< t _< T. 
Finally, define Q : Hi x H2 --} H, Q~ : B1 x B2 -+ B by 
~qi(t),  t _< s, Q-(~l,~2)(t) = {~l(t),  t < s, 
Q(t/I' t/2)(t) ---- [t/2(t), t > S, (l(S) "4- (2(t), t > S. 
It is easy to see that Q1, Q2 are  cylindrical mappings and that mx = m o Q7 x, mE : m o Q2 ~ are the Gauss 
measures on/- / i ,H2,  respectively. Intuitively, one expects m to be the 'product measure' of ml and m 2 and 
that, for fe  ~e ~ (H, (g, m). 
~f(q)dm(q)=fff(Q(tl l ,q2),dm2(tl2,dml(tl l).  (8) 
It is not clear as to whether (8) holds for all fe  ~ : (H, (¢, m). In [10] the validity of (3) has been proved for 
a certain subclass of f f  1 (H, (¢, m). In the sequel we need the Fubini theorem for a different subclass. We begin 
with an auxiliary result. 
Lemma 2. Let fl :Hi  --} • be a function satisfying 
f l ( th)  =f l  ~ (~1(~1)) 
for some continuous function f~': B1 ~ R. Then 
fl e~(H,(~,m; Q1). 
Proof. Let {W t, 0 < t < T} be an ~d-valued standard Wiener process on some probability space 
(Do, Ao,//o). Let us define 
L(q) ~= f r  o [q(s),dW~], tleH. 
Then (L,//o) is a representation f m. Since f l  o Q 1 =f~ o Q ff o ?, and f f f  o Q~" is continuous function, it 
follows from Theorem 1 that 
Rm(fi ° Q,) = f~ (Q7 (W.)) =f ( (W' . ) ,  
where W; = W,, 0 < t < s. 
On the other hand, the representation (L 1,//o) of m~ induced by Q a is given by 
Li(t/,) = Rm((Ql('),th))= f[  [t/l(s),dW~ ] = f [  [ql(S),dW'] 
and hence, again by Theorem 1, 
R.,, ( f l ) - -  f~  (W'.). 
Thus, Rm,(fl) = R,.(f~ o Qx), implying that 
fxeql(Qa;H,~,m). [] 
This leads to the following version of Fubini's theorem. 
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Theorem 3. Let f:  H ~ R satisfy f = f ~ o 7for some real-valued bounded continuous function f - on B. Then 
equality (8) holds. Furthermore, if
f i  (t/l) ~/f(Q(t l l , t l2))dm2(tl2) (9) 
then 
Em[flQ1] =f l  °Q1. (10) 
Proof.  Using notations of the previous lemma, one has 
Rm(f) =f~ (W.). 
Define fl ~ : B 1 ~ R by 
fi" ((1) = E[ f -  (Q ~ ((1, W"))], 
where W" = Qf  W. Using the fact that, for fixed (1,(2 ~f~ (Q ~ ((t,(2)) is continuous, it follows from 
Theorem 1 that fl (r/1) = f ~ (~ 1 (t/1 )). This implies, again by Theorem 1, that 
Rm,(A) = f,~ (W'.). 
It is easy to verify that f~  is a continuous function. This fact, with Lemma 2, implies that 
Rr,(f, o 01) = Rm,(fl) = fl~ (W'.). (1 l) 
Note that f  ~ (Q ~ ( W', W")) =f~ (W). Clearly, 
E[ f~(W) IW, ,  0 < t <_ s] = f l  ~ (W'). (12) 
Equalities (10), (11) and Theorem IV. 3.2 in [10] yield 
E. [ f lQ1]  =f l  °Q1. 
Also, we have here Ef~ (W') = Ef  ~ (W) and hence 
f f~(rll)dml(rh)= f f(rl)dm(rl). 
This establishes equality (3). [] 
4. Markov  property 
Let u : •d ~ Ra be a Lipschitz function. For Xo e •a and t/• H, consider the following differential equation: 
dx,(r/) 
- u (x , (n ) )  + e,(n), (13) 
dt 
where e defined by et(t/) = t/(t) is a white noise on H. We shall presently see that equation (13) admits a unique 
solution. We shall first show that (13) is equivalent o 
x, (~/)= Xo +/o  u(x,(r/))dz + fo e,(r/)dz. (14) 
More generally, consider for Xo• R d and (•B  = C( [0 ,  T] ,  Ra), 
X, = Xo + I' u(X,)dz + ((t). (15) 
3o 
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Existence and uniqueness of the solution to this equation follows from the Lipschitz condition on u. In fact, 
uniqueness may be established easily. If { X~ } is another solution of (15) with ( 'e  B as the forcing term, i.e. 
X~ = Xo + f l  u(X'~) dz + ~'(t), 
then 
- X~l < K I' IX, - X',ldz + sup I((r) - ('(z). suplX,
~t  dO t~t  
Using Gronwall's inequality, we have 
suplX, - X',l < K1 sup I((z) - ('(z)l. (16) 
z~t  t~t  
Uniqueness of the solution of (15) readily follows from this. Denoting the solution of (15) by X,(~), estimate 
(16) implies that ( ~ X,(() is continuous from B into R and ( --* X.(() is continuous from B into B. Moreover, 
x,(r/) = S,(7(r/)), (17) 
with 7 defined in (7). Therefore, from Theorem 1, 
xte~(H,C~,m) and x~.LP(H, Cg, m;B). 
We are now in a position to establish the Markov property. 
Theorem 4. Let g be a bounded continuous function on R d. Then, for t > s, 
E. [g (x , ) lQ1]  = g~(x~), (18) 
where 
g ~ (x) = J'g(F~t(x, ~/2)) dm2(~/2), (19) 
with x~ zx F~,(x, t/2) being the unique solution of 
! p 
xt = x + u(x0dz + e,(tl)dz, t > s. (20) 
Proof. Letf(~) ~ g(x,(rl)) andf  ~ (0 ~ g(Xt(O). Thenf  ~ is a continuous function and f=f -  o 7. Therefore, 
by Theorem 3 
Em[f lQ l ]  =f l°Q1 
exists. We now show that 
AoQ1 = gl(xl).  
For r/~ eH~, let ~,(~h), z < s, be the solution of 
¢. = xo + f j  u(¢o)da + f2 
Then 
x~(r/) = Cs(Qlr/). 
Also 
Xt (Q(n l , /72) )  = Fst (¢s (? ] l ) ,  n2) .  
(21) 
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Therefore, 
f l ( t /1)  = fa(r~,(G(ttl),qz))dm2(q2) = a l (~(q , ) ) .  
Then 
f~(Qxq)  = 9~({~(Q~q)) = 9t(x~(tl)),  
proving the Markov property (18). [] 
Remark. In the usual countably additive set-up, Theorem 4 would imply that 
E[o(x , ) l  ~ ; ]  = E[o (x , ) lx~] ,  
where g is a bounded continuous function on R d and ~ is the smallest a-algebra generated by xo, 0 < a < s. 
It is well-known that this equality is equivalent to the usual definition of the process { x, } being Markov. 
5. Robust filtering with correlated state and observation oises 
We now consider the filtering problem where the state is the solution of the stochastic differential equation 
studied in Section 4 and the observation is corrupted by another white noise, possibly correlated with the 
state noise. We study only the scalar case of d = 1. 
We take H = L2([0, T];  •2] and, for qeH expressed as q(t) = (t l l (t) ,q2(t)) ,  we define 
eli(t/) ~ t/l(t), 
e2t(rl) ~- q2(t). 
We consider the following filtering model. The signal process {x,(tt)} is given by 
Yq(tl) = u(x,(q))  + ael,(q) + 6e2,(q), 
(22) 
Xo(q) = Xo, 
where u : R ~ ~ is a bounded Lipschitz function and a > 0, 6 > 0 are real numbers. The observation process 
{y,(t/)} is given by 
yt(r/) = h(x,(q)) + el,(r/), (23) 
where h is assumed to be a twice continuously differentiable function on R such that h and h' are bounded. As 
noted in the previous ection, the solution process {x, } of (13) is a Markov process on (H, if, m), m being the 
canonical Gauss measure on H. The nonlinear filtering problem consists of obtaining a formula for 
zct(f y) ~= Em [ f (x t ) l  Qty] ,  (24) 
where Q t :H ~ H is defined by (Qt r/)(s) = r/(s)l t o.,l(s). This is intuitively clear as the right-hand side of (24) is 
the 'white noise' analog of the expression E( f (x t ) lys ;  0 < s < t] calculated in the usual set-up. Taking a cue 
from the case of independent signal and noise in the white noise approach adopted here [10], as well as 
standard results on nonlinear filtering in the usual 'countably additive' approach, one expects the following 
result. Let 
pt(tl) ~- exp h(xs(tl))ys(tl)ds - -~ o~ h'(xs(q))ds - ~ h2(xs(t l))ds . (25) 
Then 
~zt(f y) = a t ( f  y ) /a t (1 ,y ) ,  (26) 
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where 
trt(f y) z~ Eo [f(xt)p, lQ,y],  (27) 
where Eo('lQty) is the conditional expectation under the measure mo, defined by 
mo(C) = fc pTI dm, C~C~. (28) 
To evaluate the desired conditional expectation, we follow the approach of Davis [6] to pathwise filtering 
(Stratonovich form) in the 'countably additive' setting. It is not directly clear whether this form of the filtering 
is also robust, i.e. continuous with respect o the observation path. We show robustness directly in the white 
noise framework. For an indirect proof of robustness in the 'countably additive' setting, see [3]. 
We introduce a new process {zt(r/)} by 
~,(,7) = ~,(,7) - ~y , (~) ,  
Zo(r/) = Xo. (29) 
Then 
zt(rl) = vt(y(rl), e2(r/)), (30) 
where, for tPl, tP2 e H = L2([0, T] : R), vt = vt(~bl, tP2) is the unique solution of 
tP2(s) ds, (31) 
S 
with ~l(s) - So ~bl(z)dz. Let ~ be the canonical Gauss measure on H. Below follows our main result on 
robust nonlinear filtering for the case of correlated state and observation oises. 
m 
Theorem 5. For c~ ~ H, define 
a,(f,~b)= faf(v,(4~,ck2) + ~(t))exp {f~ h(v,(cbl,4~2) + ~'~(s))¢l(s)ds 
__12 fo (~th' + h2)vs(~b1,~b2)+ 0c~1(s) ds} dt~(~). (32) 
Then we have 
a,(f,y) 
Em[f(xr) lQ,y] - ~rt(1, y--- -~ " (33) 
Proof. One can prove this result following the procedure outlined above. It is, however, easier to follow 
a different approach which makes use of results on lifting. For this purpose, we need to introduce more 
notation. As in Section 2, we take B = Co(J0, T]; R 2) and, for r/sH, 
7(t/) (t) = ~] r/(s) ds (34) 
so that 7:H ~ B. Let/~ be the Wiener measure on B. For (~B, ( = ((1,(2), let 
/~1,(()  = ( l ( t ) ,  /~2,(()  = (2 (0  
so that { tilt}, { f12,} are independent Wiener processes on B. For (e B, let Xt(() be the unique solution of 
Xo + I 'u(Xs(())ds + ~fll,(() + 6fl2,((). (35) Xt(~) 
Jo 
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AS noted in Section 4, Xt(() is a continuous function of ( and xt(~/) - Xt(y(q)). Thus 
Rm(x,) = Xp  (36) 
Let us define 
= f~ h(X~(~)) ds + flxt(O. (37) r,(() 
Then the continuity of X~(0 in ( implies that Yt(O is also a continuous function of ( and, moreover, 
~t 
Jo y~(q)ds = Yt(2:(q)). (38) 
Hence we have 
Our next step is to invoke part (iv) of Theorem IV-4.5 in [10]. I f0:B --* R is a continuous function with the 
property that 
0(~) = 0(~') whenever ((s) = C(s) for all s _< t, 
then it follows that g(n) & 0(~(tl)) satisfies g(Qzq) = g(tl). Using Theorem 1, it can be proved that 
geSl l (Qty).  
Also, the a-algebra ~e,y in [10, Theorem IV-4.5] can be identified as 
~e, ,  -= a(r~; 0 _< s _< t), 
where the right-hand side means the smallest a-algebra generated by { Y~, 0 _< s _< t}. Thus, if we could obtain 
a continuous function ~ : B --, R such that 
~,(f ,  Y)  = Et , [ f (X t ) la (Y~;  0 <_ s < t)] = O(Y), (40) 
then it follows from [10, Theorem IV-4.5] that 
;z,(f, y) = g(?(Y)). (41) 
We, therefore, concentrate on ~( f  Y). Standard results on nonlinear filtering yield 
At(f, Y)= ¢~,(f, Y)/t~,(1, Y), (42) 
where 
#t( f  Y)  = Eo[ f (Xt )P , I  a(Y,; 0 < s _< t)], (43) 
~ = exp { f~ h(X~)dY~ - ~ f~ hz(X~)ds} (44) 
and Eo is the expectation operation with respect o the measure Po defined by 
dPo - 1 (45) 
dP - Pr  • 
Also, under Po, { It} and {fl2t} are independent processes and {f12,} continues to be a Wiener process 
under Po. 
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Now, for ¢1, ¢2 e C([0, T], R), define ~ = vt(¢l, ¢2) as the solution of 
= Xo + f l  [u( ~ + ~¢1 (s)) - ~th(~ + 0t¢l(s))] ds + ~¢2(s), (46) 
and let 
Zt ~ ~(r.,fl2). (47) 
It is easily seen that ~(¢1, ¢2) is a continuous function of ¢, ,  ¢2- Then we have the pathwise formula of 
nonlinear filtering [6] 
f, {fo' ; •,(f, Y) = f (Z ,  + ~Yt)exp h(Zt + ~s)ds - (cth' + h2)(Zs + ~Y~)ds 
1 
f :  [h(Z, + ctY~) - h(Zs)][u(Zs + ctY~) - ah(Z, + ~Y~)] ds 
2 
l f~ [h(Z~ + ctY~ - h(ZD] dfl2~} d/i, (48) 
2 
where ~ is the Wiener measure on /~= C([0, T],R). Recall that Zt = ~(Y, fl2) and Y is treated as 
a parameter in the integral above. It follows that the functionals at(f, q~), defined via (32), and #t(f, Y), 
defined via (43), are related by 
at(~ y) -= Or(f, 7(Y)). (49) 
To complete the proof of Theorem 5, it suffices to prove that the pathwise filter dr(f, Y) given by (48) is 
a continuous function of Y. 
Using the assumptions that u, h, h' are bounded continuous functions, it follows that, for yn_.. y in 
C([0, T], R), 
l:(Yn, fl2) ~ l/(Y, fl2 ) in/i-probability. 
Since h is assumed to be bounded, we may use standard results on stochastic integrals to show that 
o [h(V~(Y~,fl2) + ~Y~) - h(V~( y~,fl2))'] ds 
fo --, [h(Vs(Y, fl2) + eye) - h(V~(Y, fl2))] ds in/i-probability. 
Boundedness of u, h, h' now give 
e,(f, Y~) ~ e,(f, Y), 
completing the proof of Theorem 5. [] 
6. Conclusion 
We proved two important results on the direct modelling of white noise in stochastic systems. We showed 
that if we model the state process directly with the 'finitely additive' white noise as the forcing term, the 
solution of the resulting stochastic differential equation is a Markov process. This led to the modelling of 
a stochastic dynamical system with correlated state and observation oises. We then obtained the robust 
nonlinear filtering formula for this correlated case. It may be interesting to study Radon-Nikodym 
derivatives for the case of correlated state and observation oises. The uncorrelated case has been 
studied in [1]. 
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